
Information concerning piloting / siv course over Annecy lake for 2009 

The candidatures to be add to planning are now open.  You can already send me your dates by email 

The FFVL has been strongly warned by the sport ministry that monitor / teachers that are not 

declared can not be admit on the official planning  (see the letter send to the FFVL). 

According to the European law, at least three month before their first course, foreigner teacher s 

must declare their activity to the departmental direction of sport (DDJS74) by sending a form of  

“libre prestation de service”   

The file and all the official administrative rules are provided by the DDJS74 (direction départementale 

de la jeunesse et des sport 74) on their website : http://www.ddjs-haute-savoie.jeunesse-

sports.gouv.fr/page0001007c.html#I000003bb 

The form is here : http://www.ddjs-haute-savoie.jeunesse-sports.gouv.fr/iso_album/texte_lps_2.doc 

For each schools that are candidates, I will need to verify that the monitors fit the requirement 

before adding them on the official planning 

Applying for dates : 

For each training course requested please specify: 

• Its start date. 

• Its duration in day. 

• The maximum number of pilots that will be present to your course. 

• The name and the cell phone of the teaching leader monitor that guides the pilots at the 

edge of the lake. 

• The name of the starter monitor that is present at take off (it must be a monitor, 

according to the standard set by FFVL since 2005). 

 

When you read the planning the crenels available for a given day are announced through the total 

number of groups:  

• Room is available if it’s written in black 

• Room is not available if it’s written in red bold. 

Last season I didn’t had to refuse any request as far as your dates were chosen among available 

crenels. 

When I receive your request I try to accuse reception as soon as possible but as we saw before,  this 

doesn’t mean that the answer is positive:  I have to ask the DDSJ74 if your monitor are declared or 

not (Note that the declaration for one person must be done every year but when a monitor is known 

to fit the requirement, each new declaration will be answer as positive). 

When I have confirmation I can confirm your course updating the planning 

Remember that the latest version is published on this page : 

http://parapente.ffvl.fr/stages_siv_pilotage_montmin_lac_dannecy 

 



Charters and safety: 

I remember you that two FFVL documents govern our specific activity on French territory. 

 You have to follow carefully the rules that written inside, especially all elements regarding the 

pedagogic crew (minimum one leading person + one starter; both must be monitor)  and safety (life 

vest, evolution box, maximum wind that you can fly in, boat and right order of the exercises to avoid 

accidents…). 

A charter concerning the pilotage/SIV on the Annecy Lake treats local specific aspects. It will be 

updated and accessible on Internet before March. This charter must be re-examined in particular 

because of the startup of the new landing dedicated to Pilotage/SIV at the end of the lake. This new 

charter will be elaborate together by professionals and the FFVL then validated then by the SIVULH 

before being brought into service. The historical landing of Verthier is now completely closed and 

forbidden. 

 

New procedure concerning rescues: 

 At the time of your inscription to the planning, we ask you, for each training course, to provide the 

name and the portable phone number of the teaching person in charge of the course who will be 

present at the edge of the lake. 

When you plan volunteer rescue deployment the teacher must call the CODIS by anticipation to 

announce the period of the exercise. That can be done right before takeoffs. 

If it happens that one of your student fall in the lake accidently please immediately call the CODIS to 

confirm or cancel the need for rescue. Just avoid this call in case of “normal” landing in the lake, i.e. if 

the pilot did reach the water in normal flight, if your boat could immediately rescue the pilot and was 

able to show to the potential observers that the pilot is not in danger. 

 

 

Fred Escriba 

FFVL technical advisor 

 


